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The ethane supply growth we expect will influence global market dynamics, global petrochemical feedstock trends and

investment decisions.

Already, abundant ethane supply is enabling expansion across the global petrochemical industry and construction of marine

logistics to move not only ethane but also ethylene between multiple markets around the globe.

An emerging global trade in ethane and ethylene will become more established as new export/import terminals and Very

Large Ethane Carriers go into service. These logistics will enable buyers and sellers to achieve favorable economics for

long distance transportation of both ethane and ethylene. 

The potential for ethane to achieve its highest and best use as a valuable petrochemical feedstock in either expanding U.S.

ethane crackers or in offshore ethane crackers reached via new logistics will incentivize producers to recover more ethane

for sale to these growing markets rather than continuing its rejection into the fuel gas streams.  
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Top Ethane Producing Nations:

Country 2017 2018 2019

USA 1,406.2 1,695.6 1,851.5

Saudi Arabia 878.6 878.6 884.5

UAE 465.1 461.6 466.1

Rest of the World 2,528.6 2,536.3 2,597.1

https://stratasadvisors.com/


Global Total (Mbbl/d) 5,278.5 5,572.1 5,799.2

Source: Stratas Advisors

Key Findings: 

Nearly 80% of our forecasted global production comes from just 10 nations throughout our forecast period.

Regionally, we expect the greatest wedge in the ethane supply growth pie will be the US, with the second largest being

the Middle East.

By nation, the U.S. should add nearly 1 MMbbl/d of supply before 2030. We further expect the second largest

contribution to new ethane supply over that time period to be from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia which should add 222

Mbbl/d.

We forecast that several other nations will show growth in wet gas and ethane-rich wet gas production over the

forecast period to 2030. Yet, we believe ethane rejection is currently greatest in the U.S.  We also believe wet gas

growth will be greatest in the U.S. as well. 

Therefore, the globe's greatest ethane recovery and production potential of the future will be in the U.S.  

Given the capital intensity of investing in ethane export infrastructure, we believe few nations will have sufficient excess

ethane available to underwrite the construction of large-scale global trade logistics to access international maritime

ethane markets other than the U.S. 

This excerpt is from a report that is available to subscribers of Stratas Advisors’ Global Natural Gas Liquids

service. 

About Global Natural Gas Liquids Service

The Global NGL Service forecasts supply, demand and trade opportunities across the major growth regions and nations

of the world. We forecast dynamics for through 2030 across the major producing, consuming and net export or net import

regions for the key purity NGL commodities.
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